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Welcome to Al Mal Capital Q2 2019 Global Market Outlook.
The first quarter of 2019 is one of the most memorable on record with strong returns across all asset classes. Earnings growth expectations have been revised
downward quite sharply, macroeconomic numbers came out generally lower than forecasted and geopolitical risks remained high.
But equity markets were able to climb the “wall of worry” as U.S stocks posted their best quarterly return since 2009. Indeed, the deteriorating fundamentals were
offset by improving expectations for a trade deal with China and maybe most importantly global central banks moving back to a dovish stance.
In the first part of this publication we review the “10 stories to remember” from this eventful start of the year.
We then share our views for the second quarter and beyond – the “good, bad and ugly” developments investors might have to deal with in the foreseeable future.
The last section includes our macro and fundamental views on the main regions.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Introduction (1/4)
The first quarter of 2019 will undoubtedly be remembered as one of the most memorable on record given the broadness of positive total returns across asset classes.
Indeed, in a far cry from the asset collapse of 2018, all of the 16 asset classes shown on the next page finished with a positive total return in dollar terms. As a
reminder, only 3 out of these 16 asset classes ended in positive territory for the full 2018, one of the worst year on record for the number of markets across the globe.

Picking out some of the highlights of Q1 2019 at an asset level, this was the best quarter for WTI Oil and the S&P 500 since Q2 2009,
US High Yield since Q4 2011, the Shanghai Composite since Q4 2014 and the STOXX 600 since Q1 2015.
Indeed, one of the remarkable feature of the quarter under review is the fact that both the scale and breadth of returns have been impressive – an extremely rare
event. Looking into more details at the main asset classes performance in Q1, equities outperformed both fixed income and commodities – although WTI Oil tops all
markets (+29%).
Within equities, the NASDAQ index (+16.5%) outperformed the S&P 500 (+13.1%), Emerging markets (+9.6%) and International ex-US equities (+9.5%). We note
however that China equity is by far the best performing market worldwide with a +23.9% gain for the Shanghai Composite index since the start of the year.
Within Fixed Income, Gilts (+3.4%) led the way in sovereign bonds while U.S Treasuries (3-7 years) and Bunds each returned around +2%. Credit markets
outperformed sovereigns as USD High Yield returned 7.6%. Emerging markets bonds also had a very decent quarter with Hard currency bonds returning +5.4% and
local currencies +3.6%.
In commodities, the broader index returned +8.2%. Precious metals underperformed with Gold posting a small gain (+0.8%) while Silver (-2%) was one of the very
few assets closing the quarter in negative territory.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Introduction (3/4)
What are the main drivers behind the strong performance of risk assets in Q1?
Coming off its worst quarterly performance since 2011, the rebound in risk assets is being largely attributed to an oversold bounce, improving expectations for a
trade deal with China and maybe most importantly a “dovish pivot” by global central banks.
Indeed, it is precisely the weakness in Q4 that set the stage for the recovery in equity markets in the first quarter of 2019.
The Federal Reserve reacted to the market weakness and weaker global growth by becoming more patient. Much of the rally this year has been built on market
expectations that the Fed now won’t raise interest rates again at any point in the next few years—in fact, the next move expected from the Fed by the bond market
is now a cut, with 10-year Treasury yields down to 2.4%. The sharp fall in the US stock market late last year was probably also a factor in deterring the US
administration from further increasing tariffs on China over the quarter. So the stock market decline last year helped to reduce two of the major risks that had
caused it in the first place.
And while macro data and earnings expectations have been falling throughout the first quarter, central banks dovishness and speculation for a positive U.S/China
trade resolution have helped propelling stocks higher (see chart on next page)

In this Q1 2019 review, we discuss in more details what we identified as the 10 most relevant financial market stories of the first
quarter.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #1: The Global economic growth is slowing – so does global earnings growth

The first quarter of 2019 provided more evidences that the global economy is slowing. As shown on the chart below, the slowdown is widespread as Citigroup
Macro Surprise Indices for emerging markets (green line), the U.S. (black) and the Eurozone (pink) all deepened further in the red throughout Q1.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #1: The Global economic growth is slowing – so does global earnings growth
The weakness in the global economy has been most stark in the manufacturing and export sectors. While recent U.S manufacturing data have been encouraging,
the rest of the world is rather weak. Eurozone industrial production is down 2.5% since its peak in December 2017. Korean and Taiwanese exports both declined
about 8% year on year (y/y) in March.
While it is tempting to blame this global manufacturing and export slowdown on the trade war, softer Chinese domestic demand has also been a contributor.
Again, on this front there are reasons for optimism, but also some caution. China’s nonmanufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) increased to 54.8 in March,
while its manufacturing PMI rebounded to slightly over 50, indicating a return to expansion. On the other hand, China’s imports declined 5.2% y/y in US dollar terms
in February having grown by 27% y/y in July last year.
The slowdown is also very apparent on the earnings front. Indeed, S&P 500 earnings have fallen like a stone in the recent months, from an expected +11.9% growth
rate for 2019 to an expected +5.3% as of the end of March. This kind of downward drift is rather common to the first quarter of the year as earnings estimates often
starts too high and then erode as we get closer to the reporting quarter. Still, the slide which took place over the last 3 months has been steeper than usual. Emerging
markets and Europe suffer similar earnings drift than in the U.S.
Despite a weaker growth and profit outlook, labour markets have held up well so far, with unemployment continuing to decline, to 7.8% in the eurozone and to 3.8%
in the US in February, and wage growth picking up. The key for investors will be whether a still relatively healthy global consumer can lift the manufacturing sector and
business investment intentions out of their current soft patch, or whether the weakness in manufacturing and business confidence will infect consumer confidence and
labour markets.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #2: Dovish central banks

As recently as mid-2018, the direction for interest rates in the main developed economies was quite clear: central banks were normalising their monetary policy as
they were planning to unwind the unprecedented measures introduced in the post-2008 era – although this normalisation was obviously not identical across
countries.
However, the combination of the growth slowdown, stubbornly low inflation rates, financial market turmoils and looming geopolitical uncertainties – including USChina trade talks, Brexit and European politics – has prompted a brisk shift in central bank attitudes. Any desire for policy normalisation has been put aside and
several are now contemplating easing measures to support economic activity.
The Fed has announced it was inclined to refrain from increasing interest rates range in the foreseeable future and that they were considering halting the Fed balance
sheet reduction. At the time of our writing, the probability of a Fed rate cut in 2019 as estimated by the market is now 76% - up from less than a 10% probability as
of the end of February.
European Central Bank (ECB) president Mario Draghi unexpectedly announced that interest rates are likely to remain on hold until at least 2020. This is later than
previous forward guidance had suggested, and beyond the end of the Italian’s term in office. In addition to the change in forward guidance, the ECB decided to offer a
third round of cheap funding to banks in the form of targeted long-term refinancing operations (TLTROs).
In Japan, the BoJ has signaled its readiness to ease monetary policy if necessary and the BoE is now eagerly awaiting some clarity on Brexit before attempting
anything. The general trend for monetary policy in developed economies is no longer towards normalisation but rather towards neutrality, with a bias to providing
more easing.
Meanwhile, Chinese authorities announced at several occasions they will support the economy. In February, China quietly launched a quasi-QE program in the form of
the PBOC buying perpetual bonds issued by local banks, to flood the system with liquidity and achieve the same end goal as more conventional quantitative easing. In
early March, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang said that Beijing was considering cutting some interest rates and banks’ reserve requirements to bolster economic growth.
Li also stated that Beijing was keen to help the real economy, particularly small and private businesses, to bolster employment and prevent large layoffs.

On an aggregate basis, we have moved from a tightening bias to an easier stance in less than 3-months. As shown on the chart on
the next page, which exhibits the 6-month rolling sum of rate hikes minus rate cuts, global central banks are pivoting back to an
easier stance after having briefly experienced some tightening.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #2: Dovish central banks

The Global central banks dovish “pivot” has for sure helped to trump macro-economic data and earnings growth
weaknesses. At least for now.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #3: Global Yield curve inversion
A direct consequence of macro-economic data weakness and central bank dovishness has been a drop in long-term bond yields. Indeed, the U.S Treasury yields
made a 15-month low (2.34%) in late March. Yields collapsed around the world, with Germany’s 10-year government bond yields slipping into negative territory (and
below Japan’s 10 year yield) for the first time since October 2016. As of the end of March, $11 trillion of debt around the world were trading into negative yield
territory.
The drop of long-term yields in the U.S resulted in a partial inversion of the yield curve as the 10-year yield traded below the 3-month Treasury bill for the first
time since 2007, prompting warnings that the U.S. is headed for recession later this year or in early 2020. That's because, historically, such “curve inversions” have
tended to precede major economic slowdowns by about a year.

The U.S yield curve inversion is not an isolated event. It is actually getting worse in the rest of the world as 15 economies now have
30- year yields lower than LIBOR overnight rates, as shown on the chart below.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #4: The collapse of volatility

While an inverted yield curve and deteriorating macro data could have been interpreted by many as warning signs for risky assets, the first quarter of the year was
actually one of the strongest one ever for equities and credit, as already mentioned in the introduction of this outlook. While volatility surged in the 4th quarter, it
collapsed during the three first months of 2019. This is nicely illustrated by the chart below which is constructed by normalizing VIX (equity volatility), MOVE (bond
volatility) and CVIX (US dollar volatility) and then aggregating the results into an equal-weighted index. The y-axis denotes the percentage of time that the same or
lower levels of aggregated volatility occurred since 2010. For instance, the current level is 1.9, meaning that only 1.9% of readings registered a lower level.
Beyond the very low level of volatility across the three major asset classes, the other takeaway worth mentioning is the violent nature in which volatility has surged
and collapsed twice since 2018. The slope of the recent advances and declines are much steeper than those that occurred before 2018. As volatility is inversely
correlated to risk assets performance, it was thus quite logic to see both equity and credit perform strongly during Q1.

In some ways, the first quarter of the year
was a come-back to “goldilocks”, i.e an
environment of low interest rates, muted
inflationary pressures and accommodative
monetary policy which has historically
been suppressing volatility, a bullish
outcome for risk assets.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #5: The most hated rebound ever
Another remarkable observation for the past quarter is the fact that the average investor didn’t seem to trust the epic stock rally which took place during the first
quarter of the year. According to a BofA Merrill Lunch Fund manager survey, Asset allocators cut their equity exposure to the lowest level since September 2016
while their cash overweight in Q1 was at the highest level since January 2009 (see chart below). Investors are long defensive assets such as real investment trusts
(REITs) and are short cyclical instruments such as UK and Eurozone stocks.

If Traditional investors didn’t buy the rally, where did the buying power come from?
It seems that short-covering and share buy-backs were the main source of buyers during the first two months of the year. Inflows into equity ETFs started to
accelerate at the end of the quarter as a big pile of cash entered the equity space mid-March, lifting flows into the green.
With the first quarter over, year-to-date ETF inflows (all asset classes) now stand at $47.8 billion, a respectable sum, but behind where they were at this time last
year ($61.3 billion) and in 2017 ($134.7 billion).
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #6: Growth stocks outperformed
“Goldilocks” and periods of muted economic growth have historically been very favorable to growth stocks as investors are willing to pay a premium for growth
stories. Given the macro-economic context of the first quarter, it is thus not a surprise to see growth stocks leading the performance ranking.
The S&P Growth index returned +15.5% in Q1 whereas the S&P Value index was up “only” +11.4% over the same period. Looking at the U.S equity markets, lower
rates drove alpha in the “bond proxy” REITs (+16.5%) and Utilities (+9.9%). Yet technology (+19.5%) outperformed all sectors in the first quarter. The FANGs
(Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, Alphabet) posted another quarter of strong performance with a gain of +18.3%. Industrials (+16.6%) and Consumer discretionary
(+15.3%) were strong as well.
Within Value, Energy (+15.4%) was the best performing sector although we note that it lagged the oil price rebound by a considerable margin. Healthcare (+6.1%)
and Financials (+7.9%) were the two worst performing U.S sectors in Q1. Regarding the later, the inverted yield curve has definitely been acting as a headwind for
Financials – especially regional banks.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #7: Chinese equities’ stellar performance

As mentioned in the introduction, Chinese equities have been the top country performer in 2019. There are several factors behind this rally. First, Chinese
authorities are making it clear they will not let growth decelerate too much further and are putting in place measures to support the economy via monetary and
fiscal policies. Moreover, Chinese equities, on valuation metrics, are scoring very cheap compared to other equity markets, including developed and emerging equities
– and this has led dome asset allocators and emerging markets managers to rebalance their allocation towards Chinese equities.
On the trade war front, the situation between the US and China has calmed down recently, and one of the biggest beneficiaries of this improvement in sentiment
have been Chinese equities. President Trump delaying the tariff increase to 25% on $200bn of Chinese imports was more than welcomed by market participants.
Last but not least, domestic China A-shares were also fueled by the promise of a greater weighting in MSCI Emerging Markets indices.
It is also interesting to note the stimulus policies enacted by the Chinese Government have encouraged domestic investors to buy Chinese equities, taking the
domestic indexes much higher than their equivalent traded in Hong-Kong. As shown on the table on the next page, Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite and
Shanghai Shenzen CSI 300 indices are up +23.9% and +28.6% respectively in the first quarter, whereas the Hang Seng China Enterprises Index (Hong-Kong) is
lagging with a gain of “only” +13.9%.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #8: European banks remain under pressure

European banks generally have a positive correlation with bund yields. When interest rates increase, banks tend to outperform the broad index and when interest
rates decrease, banks underperform. Between January 2018 until March 2019, European banks underperformed the broad European equity index by more than
25%. At the same time, rates rallied, with the 10-year bund yield edging lower, from 0.47% to slightly negative yield. In the context of ultra-accommodative
monetary policy in Europe, and with the ECB recently suggesting it will probably err on the dovish side for a bit longer, European banks’ profitability remains under
pressure.

Indeed, with a flat yield curve and rates anchored in negative territory, it is very difficult for banks to grow their net interest margins.
This is putting pressure on bank earnings and with still a lot of non-performing loans sitting on their balance sheets (especially in
Italy), the sector remains out of favor. While the European banks index was up +7.1% in Q1, it underperformed the broad index by
more than 400 basis points and remains in a secular downtrend.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #9: The “Fragile 5” look frail again
The trade-weighted dollar recorded a slight appreciation over the first quarter (+1.2%). Unexpected dovishness by the Fed, a drop in U.S Treasuries long-term
yields, some disappointing U.S Macro numbers and the partial U.S government shutdown in January were all strong headwinds for the greenback. But the main
reason for the dollar to end the quarter in positive territory came from similar if not worst dovishness and macro weakness abroad.
The British Pound (+2.5% against dollar and +4.4% against euro) was actually the best performing developed currency as the market still expects a “hard brexit” to
be avoided. As it was often the case in the past, the currency is the first asset class to adjust to a change in an economy’s long-term prospects. From the 10
December 2018 low, when Theresa May decided to delay the UK Parliament’s vote on her Brexit deal by more than a month, sterling resumed its upward trend.
In emerging markets, the Chinese Renminbi managed to slightly appreciate against the dollar (+2%) on the back of growing optimism regarding a U.S-China Trade
deal. Some high yielding currencies such as the Russian Ruble or the Mexican Peso recorded some very decent performance over the quarter. However, the “Fragile
5” are again under pressure. Argentine Peso was the world’s worst currency in Q1 with a -14.2% performance. Turkish Lira was down 5% and the South African
Rand down 2.1%.
As a reminder, the weakness in emerging markets in 2018 started with a decline of the Fragile 5. Any weakness in emerging markets currencies thus needs to be
very closely monitored as we move into Q2.
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #10: A mixed bag for commodities markets

Commodities benefited from renewed optimism by investors that a U.S-China Trade deal and central banks dovishness could help prolonging the current global
economic cycle. As such, the first quarter of the year was a very decent one for commodities in absolute terms although the asset class lagged global equities
performance.
During the period from January through March 2019, we saw many more gains than losses within commodities. Four of the six primary sectors of the
commodities asset class posted a gain over the three-month period.
Energy led the commodities asset class with a 19.5% gain followed by base metals that were 10.8% higher and animal proteins that moved 8.7% to the upside.
Precious metals were 4.2% higher for the quarter. The biggest loser in Q1 was the grain sector that declined by 1.7% over the three-month period led by a 12%
loss in wheat. Soft commodities posted a 1.1% loss for the period with coffee falling by over 7%.
As for the individual markets, there were more than a handful of double-digit percentage gainers in the commodities asset class in Q1. The top four performing
commodities for Q1 were gasoline which appreciated by 44.6%, WTI crude oil which was up 29.4%, lean hogs which posted a 26.9% gain and Brent crude oil which
exploded by 25.6%. Within industrial metals, iron ore was 24.8% higher, nickel gained 22.8% and Zinc posted a 19% gain. Within precious metals, palladium was
12% higher while platinum added 6.7%.

For sure, the rebound of oil (see chart next page) was the most scrutinized move within the commodity space. The strong advance
of both WTI Oil and Brent demonstrated that the Oil price Plunge in Q4 was overdone and most likely linked to the global growth
scare.
Throughout Q1, this pessimism receded, translating into an improved outlook for oil demand. Meanwhile, the supply situation seems to have improved as well:

• Similar to early 2017, it might take time for OPEC+ production cuts to become visible on the inventory side – this seems to be happening now;
• Venezuela's power outages not only hit its population but also oil production. India's Reliance (refining) also said it was to limit buying of Venezuelan
crude as well so as to comply with US restrictions;
• The market also fears that Iran exports could face another blow in May when Washington reviews waivers for Tehran’s customers;
• Protests in Algeria (a big oil & gas supplier to Europe) are adding another supply risk;
• Futures are trading in backwardation, a contrast with the contango seen at the beginning of January and a typical situation for a market suffering from a
lack of supply.
| www.almalcapital.com
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Q1 2019 in the rearview
Story #10: A mixed bag for commodities markets

Outside the “traditional” commodities complex, it is worth highlighting that the Baltic Dry Index fell by 45% in Q1, a collapse
which is interpreted by many as a warning sign for the sector and global economic growth.
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Our predictions and preferences
for Q2 2019 and beyond

Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
Introduction
In our 2019 Global Outlook (Navigating Choppy Waters), we shared our positive view on risk assets despite all of the looming macro/geopolitical risks and the
profound technical damages caused by the 2018 correction. Our base case was that the Q4 pullback was the corrective phase of a secular bull market – and this led
us to advise our readers to remain long equities in a selective way.
As highlighted in our Q1 Market review, risk assets came back with a vengeance posting strong returns across the board. To be honest, the amplitude and breadth of
the rebound during the first 3 months of the months went beyond our most optimistic expectations.
The key question for investors is whether the “goldilocks” conditions which took shape throughout Q1 will prevail for the rest of the year. Indeed, risk assets are
evolving within a very narrow path. The global economy needs to be strong enough to avoid sparking recessionary fears and weak enough to keep policy makers on
hold. Any decline in U.S or global growth expectations could spur recession fears. But a hawkish shift in monetary policy by the Fed could create some market panic as
well. Meanwhile, any geopolitical tensions such as trade tensions or oil price “melt-up” could further dent investors’ sentiment. As we highlighted previously in our
Global 2019 outlook, the later stage of the economic cycle is very often characterized by higher macroeconomic volatility – and thus higher market volatility.
Regarding the later, the recent sharp decline in the VIX index suggests investors are becoming complacent – we would caution them to not extrapolate recent
market performance through year-end.

As we enter into the second quarter of the year, we review below what could be the GOOD, BAD and UGLY news for the markets
going forward.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Good News: Earnings could be stronger than expected in 2019 (1/4)
As already mentioned in our global 2019 outlook, we expect global growth to slow from 3.8% in 2018 to 3.5% in 2019, with risks skewed to the downside reflecting
continued uncertainty around trade disputes. The current economic expansion – which is one of the longest in history - has been going through “minicycles” over the
past few years; for instance, growth slowed in 2016 and reaccelerated in 2017–2018, partly because of the effects of the oil price rebound on US activity. The cycle
looks set to slow again in 2019, partially because the U.S fiscal push effects will fade in the United States.
At the same time, we are now becoming even more confident that the economy can avoid a recession throughout 2019 and thus remain in the late-cycle phase. This is
due to 3 main reasons:
1. With U.S Growth moderating, we see little sign of economic overheating or inflationary pressures;
2. As global central banks have moved from tightening to easing (see Q1 market review section), financial conditions are now consistent with a still expanding
economy;
3. An expected Chinese growth turnaround from this quarter onward should help boost global capital investment (capex) spending.
From the 3 factors listed above, China is the most important development to watch. Indeed, China has been a drag on global growth since early 2018 as tightening
domestic policy and increasing trade conflict had some negative impact on European and Emerging markets growth in particular.
But Chinese reflation cycle seems finally to kick in. Beijing has started to ease fiscal and monetary policies. The month of January showed a big jump in
aggregate financing (formally known as “total social financing”) to the tune of CNY 4.6 trillion ($ 690 billion) – see chart on next page.
In early March, Premier Li Keqiang announced that the government will reduce taxes and fees totaling 2 trillion yuan ($298 billion) this year. That’s almost twice as
much fiscal stimulus than originally planned. Premier Li also called for more efforts to resolve the financing difficulties in the corporate sector, especially for small and
medium-size enterprises. He requested the central bank devise more targeted reserve ratio requirement cuts so smaller banks would open up their accounts to loan to
smaller businesses in China. He also said he wanted to see larger banks increase credit supply to the market, especially long-term bank loans for manufacturing.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Good News: Earnings could be stronger than expected in 2019 (2/4)
With the credit impulse (y/y change in credit growth) turning
positive and fiscal stimulus gaining traction, we expect that Chinese
growth will reaccelerate from the second quarter onward. This
turnaround in China is likely to lift global growth, particularly in Asia.
In developed markets, a key transmission mechanism of Chinese
growth recovery should be capital expenditures (capex). China’s
shrinking current account balance offers more evidence that China is
transitioning to a consumer-led growth model – and this could
mean higher investments into developed economies.
Last but not least, market expectations of easing U.S-China trade
tensions have increased. The Chinese need a deal, as tariffs have had
a material effect on their trade-dependent economy. In January,
Beijing reported that China’s economy grew 6.4% in the fourth
quarter and 6.6% in 2018, which marked the country’s slowest pace
of growth since 1990. President Trump, on the other hand, would
benefit from a deal in order to refocus the country’s attention on his
economic wins, especially as he gears up for the start of his reelection campaign. As both parties would benefit from a deal, we
thus expect an agreement to take place in Q2 with China buying U.S
goods and tactically retreating from China 2025. However, we
believe that key issues such as Technology transfer, IP enforcement
or subsidies to SOEs are likely to stay.

Bottom-line: should the much awaited China’s reflation story finally take place, this could change the narrative for global earnings
growth.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Good News: Earnings could be stronger than expected in 2019 (3/4)
To our opinion, earnings growth is the key driver to watch in the coming months. While the first quarter of this year reflected a collective sigh of relief when investors’
fears failed to materialize, the market won’t be able to make much more upside from here as long as we don’t get further clarity on the earnings front.
As highlighted in the Q1 market review, consensus expectations for 2019 earnings growth have been falling quite dramatically over the last few months. In the U.S, the
consensus forecast for 2019 S&P 500 profit growth was nearly 11.9% at the start of the year. That forecast has since fallen to around 5.3%. According to Bloomberg
(see chart on the next page), the y/y earnings estimates for the coming quarters are -2.9% in Q1, +1.5% in Q2 and +2.7% in Q3. It is only in Q4 2019 and Q1 2020
that U.S earnings growth are expected to re-accelerate.
In other words, we should see only one quarter of earnings contraction followed by a V-shaped earnings recovery. This could lead to a more bullish sentiment in the
market with a shift in narrative from “earnings recession” to “the worst is behind us”. If it is the case, investors who missed the Q1 rally might finally decide to jump in
the bandwagon.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Good News: Earnings could be stronger than expected in 2019 (4/4)
Overall, we believe that consensus is too pessimistic and expect profits to ultimately come higher than analysts’ forecasts. This
follows a recurring pattern, in which earnings estimates start falling during the quarter and then overshoot the eventual mark.
Since the start of the year, we have been projecting high-single growth in profits in 2019, and we still believe that to be the case.
Indeed, U.S consumer remains in a solid shape thanks to tax cuts, lower bond yields, falling unemployment, rising wages and lower average oil prices than in Q1
2018. Business confidence remains strong and as mentioned above, China stimulus could led to a capex recovery. Last but not least, share buybacks remain a
strong tailwind for EPS (earnings per share) growth. True, profit margins are already elevated but there is still room for productivity gains and wage growth
remains manageable for companies fixed costs at this stage.
In the rest of the world, a China growth recovery could have some very positive implications for what we call the “Trade war casualties” – one our 2019 investment
theme. Asia ex-Japan (China in particular) but also European earnings growth have been suffering from China tightening domestic policy and increasing trade
conflict over the last two years. Any relief on that front could lead to an earnings growth upgrade cycle.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Bad (and unpriced) News: The Fed might not be done (1/3)
As mentioned earlier, one of the key catalyst for the strong equity run so far in 2019 has been the “dovish pivot” engineered by global central banks –
especially the Fed – during the course of Q1.
The equity markets have been trading on the expectation that there will be no more Fed rate hikes this year. In fact, investors believe there’s a greater likelihood
that the Fed’s next move will be to lower rates rather than raise them (see chart below). Indeed, the probability of a rate cut in 2019 is now 76% (versus almost
0% at the end of February).

We do believe there are risks to this scenario
| www.almalcapital.com
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Bad (and unpriced) News: The Fed might not be done (2/3)

Indeed, the strength of the U.S. economy, punctuated by
stronger-than expected earnings growth and rising wages,
could force the Fed to conclude that one more rate hike is
warranted in 2019.
That would push the target for short-term rates up to the 2.50%
to 2.75% range. At this level, the benchmark policy rate in
inflation-adjusted, real terms will be only slightly above its longerterm historic average (see chart on the right).
However, it will remain significantly below the rate that can induce
recessions. Furthermore, long-term rates may be bottoming out
and could start to climb again if economic growth exceeds current
expectations. The yield on 10-Year Treasury Notes could rise
from the current 2.35% to 3% before the end of the year.

The strength of the U.S. economy, punctuated by stronger-than-expected earnings growth and rising wages, could force the Fed to
conclude that one more rate hike is warranted in 2019.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Bad (and unpriced) News: The Fed might not be done (3/3)

For sure, a rate hike in the second half of this year is not the consensus view. Indeed, most investors have now shifted their focus to the risk of an inverted yield
curve. A sustained inversion has been the clearest predictor of impending recession.
Fundamentally, it signals that the economy is slowing, and investors are betting that interest rates will fall as economic activity recedes. As mentioned earlier,
there is no doubt that the pace of U.S economic activity is slowing compared to last year; indeed, this outcome was expected because of fading impact of the tax
cut. But what the consensus could now be missing is the fact that the Federal Reserve, through its balance sheet reinvestment program, is creating demand for
government securities that might actually distort prices and, therefore, yields. Add that to negative interest rates in Europe caused by central banks and we might
end up with a yield curve which is distorting the U.S economic strength.

There is no doubt that a recession will inevitably take place in the U.S one day or another; however, the probability of it
happening this year seems to be quite low and investors might thus have become too complacent regarding the U.S interest
rates path. Should U.S interest rates surprise on the upside, this could create the same market conditions which took place at
mid-2018, i.e a rise in the dollar with some negative consequences on emerging markets assets.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Ugly part of the story: A growing debt problem (1/4)

As the business cycle ages, it is key to identify which factors could lead to or worsen the next recession. In this this effort, the
matter of rising global debt levels deserves special attention.
A decade ago, as the world emerged from an epic credit crisis, there was agreement on one thing: Too much debt had caused the crisis, and so there must be
a huge de-leveraging. Fast forward to 2019 and de-leveraging didn’t happen – quite the contrary.
Indeed, most economists would agree that the current economic recovery (both U.S. and global) isn’t a genuine recovery because it has been driven by debt and the
inflation of new economic bubbles as it seems that the world is repeating the same mistakes that led to the 2008 financial crisis in the first place.
In 2018, worldwide government debt reached $61 trillion, more than double the level of 15 years ago. America’s share of that burden is rising faster than the
level of worldwide debt itself. In 2003, the U.S. accounted for roughly 13% of global government debt, or approximately $4 trillion. Last year, U.S debt share
jumped to around one-third, or $21 trillion.
Perhaps more troubling is that the bull market in debt issuance is not isolated to sovereign issuers.
Globally, corporate debt has been growing at an even faster clip over the past 15 years. Since 2003, non-financial corporate debt has nearly tripled to $74 trillion.
Eventually, the amount of debt sitting on the balance of the corporate sector threatens companies’ ability to feed the engines of stock price appreciation — capex
spending, stock buybacks, and dividend growth. To be sure, corporations are carrying debt that is roughly 50% larger than the amounts carried in 2008.
Consumers had grown overleveraged as well because the financial sector has been fueling them with cheap credit, funded on absurdly generous terms by the
markets.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Ugly part of the story: A growing debt problem (2/4)
As shown on the chart below, Total U.S debt is reaching all-time high and is growing at a much faster pace than Nominal GDP. Deleveraging only occurred for a
very brief time in the U.S. during the credit crunch that caused the Great Recession. Though it only registers as a mere “blip” on the chart of the inexorable growth
of debt, that blip was enough to push the global financial system to the brink of collapse.
As a result of trillions of dollars’ worth of intervention from government and central banks, the debt bubble has continued to grow again.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Ugly part of the story: A growing debt problem (3/4)
Global debt has continued to explode after the global financial crisis because central banks cut interest rates to historical lows,
which has made it much cheaper to borrow. So, governments, corporations, and households have been nurturing a giant $180
trillion global debt bubble to allow GDPs to grow. Worst, the debt bubble has contributed to the growth of many other bubbles
such as the global stock market, real estate or derivatives.

In light of the above, a prolonged and painful deleveraging seems inevitable. And debt would have ultimately to be paid down or written off with some very
negative consequences for global economic growth. As for now, governments and central bankers have been kicking the can down the road through the
implementation of several rounds of quantitative easing (see chart on the next page). But QE already had some collateral effects by creating more asset bubbles,
widening the wealth gap and leading to resource misallocation. The ultimate consequences have been lower potential growth (at levels which are not strong
enough to repay debt) and the raise of populism. While courageous structural reforms and astute long-term fiscal policy would be the best way to decrease the
debt load and break the vicious circle, short-term politicians usually favor other means such as Protectionism, costly fiscal stimulus and more monetary stimulus.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
The Ugly part of the story: A growing debt problem (4/4)
The era of financial repression (which is essentially about capping interest rates and forcing economic agents to purchase
government bonds) might thus have further to go. This creates considerable (if not ugly) risks for global investors.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Global Equity Outlook (1/3)

As highlighted in the first section of this global market outlook, there are reasons to be cheerful but also to be fearful when it comes to the direction
of equity markets. Generally speaking, equity markets should be seen through the four lenses of liquidity conditions, earnings, valuation and
sentiment.
When it comes to sentiment, the first quarter rally was among the most hated ever (see Q1 market review) as asset allocators, fund managers and
retail investors haven’t participated to a great extent to the equity recovery. From a contrarian perspective, we view this as a positive sign.
In terms of valuation, stocks are definitely more
expensive than at the start of the year as the equity
markets advance took place in the context of downward
earnings revisions. At 19.8x 12-month trailing earnings,
the S&P 500 is above its 10-year average (17.7x) and is
definitely more expensive than international peers. On a
forward earnings basis (17x), it is not cheap either but
remains attractive compared to sovereign bonds. The
same applies to European and Emerging markets.
As explained earlier, we believe that the amplitude of
downward revisions to 2019 expected earnings
growth seems to be exaggerated. For the equity market
to make further progress, it is necessary for earnings
growth expectations to stabilize and then shift towards
an upgrade cycle. Based on our constructive view on
China reflation and the resilience of US consumer, we
believe that a positive change of trends for earnings
expectations is likely.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Global Equity Outlook (2/3)
When it comes to liquidity conditions, we believe that equity markets are unlikely to benefit from further help by central banks – at least for now.
Generally speaking, this part of the economic cycle (i.e late stage) is historically favorable to equity markets. A recent study by Blackrock looked at
returns in the 28 quarters that fell into “late-cycle” periods since 1988. The result: Global equities produced quarterly returns above the full-cycle
average, edging out fixed income. Yet there was wide dispersion around these averages, particularly in EM equities.

BOTTOM LINE: Risk assets can perform well late in the cycle, but beware of volatility. Investors should prepare accordingly and
avoid extreme tactical bets.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Global Equity Outlook (3/3)

BOTTOM LINE: Risk assets can perform well late in the cycle, but beware of volatility. Investors should prepare accordingly and
avoid extreme tactical bets.

U.S: OVERWEIGHT - A slowing but still growing economy is a positive macroeconomic context for U.S equities. We believe the potential for
multiple expansion is capped but expect earnings growth revision to improve. We prefer quality companies with strong balance sheets in a latecycle environment. Technology and Health care are among our favored sectors, although the valuation multiples for the former are rich.
EUROPE: UNDERWEIGHT - Weak economic momentum and political risks remain two strong headwinds for European equities – especially banks.
While the region is cheap on a relative basis, a catalyst is missing to unlock value. We prefer higher quality, export-oriented stories – including
what we call the “trade war casualties” (see themes section).
JAPAN: NEUTRAL - Valuations are attractive and reforms continue to be implemented along with shareholder-friendly corporate behavior.
Monetary policy remains supportive through central bank stock buying. Political situation is stable. The key risk is on the earnings side given the
high operating leverage and sensitivity to global growth.
EMERGING MARKETS: SELECTIVE - Economic reforms and policy stimulus support EM stocks. As explained earlier, the wild card is China as the
region would disproportionately benefit from Chinese stimulus and a potential Trade agreement. The greatest opportunities seem to be in
Emerging Asia. The “Fragile 5” need to be monitored closely.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Our view on the other Asset Classes (1/3)

FIXED INCOME
We believe that the drop in long-term bond yields observed during the first quarter has been exaggerated.
Indeed, price appreciation made up roughly three quarters of U.S. Treasury returns this year to date. Going
forward, we expect the coupon (income) to be the main contributor to bond returns.
However, we are pleased to see that the traditional inverse relationship between U.S. equity and government
bond returns is alive and well. This negative correlation helps asset allocators to diversify the risk of equities
by adding long duration bonds to portfolios. There is a decent chance for this negative correlation being
sustained in this late-cycle period, with Treasuries acting as a buffer to any selloffs in risk assets driven by
growth scares.
Within Credit, the rally in High Yield has been brutal and we see limited scope for further spread
compression going forward. We thus favor relative value stories within Investment Grade. Within Emerging
Markets debt, we continue to like high quality sovereigns in USD, particularly in the GCC region.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Our view on the other Asset Classes (2/3)

CURRENCIES
The U.S. dollar story so far this year has had two sides. Yield differentials have reasserted themselves as a key
driver, with the greenback rising against the lower-yielding euro, yen and Swiss franc, but declining against
most higher-yielding Emerging Markets currencies.
While the long-term fundamentals of the dollar are not supportive, we remain positive in the near-term as we
expect the U.S economy to continue outperforming the rest of the developed markets. Moreover, the dollar’s
perceived “safe haven” role is likely to boost the greenback in the event of any return of recession fears or a
resurgence in geopolitical risk.
Yet its relatively high valuation may limit its upside in the long term. The real effective exchange rate — a key
trade-weighted gauge of the dollar’s value — is sitting roughly one standard deviation above the 20-year
average.
In the rest of developed markets, the Swiss Franc and the Yen could very well play their safe haven roles
during the time of crisis. The British Pound remains deeply undervalued against the dollar (on a PPP basis,
GBP/USD should be trading around 1.80) but a positive outcome on Brexit is needed for the Cable to
progress further.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Our view on the other Asset Classes (3/3)

OIL
Our view at the start of the year was that the Oil price plunge in Q4 2019 was overdone and linked to global
growth scare.
To our opinion, oil market looks more broadly balanced in 2019 than in 2018. The slowing, but growing,
global economy is likely to underpin oil prices this year.
Supply remains constrained by OPEC+ discipline, Iran sanctions and the shaky political situation in countries
such as Venezuela and Algeria. Capital discipline among U.S. shale companies should also help. We thus
expect modest gains from the current level.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Key takeaways and our Asset Allocation recommendations (one year time horizon)

Heading into the second quarter of 2019, we continue to favor equities over fixed income. We expect moderate but positive returns for equities on a one-year time
horizon. While valuations are more demanding than 3 months ago, earnings momentum is expected to re-accelerate in the second half of the year. Financial
conditions remain supportive and sentiment is far from overbought. While we remain positive on equities, increased selectivity is needed. We also expect volatility
to make a come-back in the near future. As mentioned earlier, the later stage of the economic cycle is usually characterized by higher volatility.
As shown in the asset allocation matrix on the next page, we continue to favor US equities over the rest of the world. Japan and Emerging markets come next.
Within Europe, there might be attractive trading opportunities at a micro level within countries and sectors, especially in case of some resolution on the ongoing
trade disputes.
We continue to be cautious on Fixed Income. With $11 trillion of bonds still trading in negative yield territory, the asset class remains too expensive. We favor
higher-quality US investment grade corporates as well as hard-currency EM debt. We also continue to favor alternative fixed income such as trade finance funds.
Long duration U.S Treasuries could be bought as portfolio diversifiers.

Amid so much geopolitical and policy uncertainty, investors should consider being more opportunistic. We are at the stage of the
cycle where investors need to add flexibility to portfolios and take advantage of alpha opportunities through actively managed
funds.
Within real assets and illiquids, we are constructive on real estate as the search for yield is likely to stay intact. We also believe that hedge funds will deliver better
returns going forward as they should take advantage of the rise in volatility and a more selective context. Private equity has become overcrowded with the amount
of “dry powder” reaching record levels. Nevertheless, there are some attractive direct co-investment growth opportunities.
On the currency side, we believe there is still some modest upside on the dollar. Emerging currencies are expected to become more stable – but the “Fragile 5”
needs to be monitored closely. The Swiss Franc and the Japanese Yen can be used as a portfolio diversifier, i.e it should do relatively well in case of market turmoil.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
Key takeaways and our Asset Allocation recommendations (one year time horizon)
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
An UPDDATE on our 2019 Investment Themes (1/7)

# Theme 1: Equity versus Fixed Income
As mentioned earlier, we do not see the US and other developed economies heading into recession in 2019. We do not believe that a financial crisis
similar to 2008/9 is in the cards. Moreover, a rise in inflation triggering excessive monetary tightening does not look likely either. As such, we expect
decent economic growth with moderate inflation in 2019, a context which is usually favorable to equities.
Equity valuations are more attractive than Fixed Income as illustrated by the risk premium (e.g around 350 basis points in the U.S, a level historically
consistent with 10%+ 12-months returns for U.S equities).

UPDATE: Our call to overweight equities over fixed income proved to be right in Q1. However, maintaining an overweight stance to equities
after such a rally is never an easy task. We however stick to our preference for equities over fixed income but warn investors that volatility
(and the likelihood of correction) is likely to increase going forward. This will be the price to pay to be allocated to equities in 2019.
# Theme 2: High Free cash flow yielders
As liquidity is drying in the market, the key is to avoid illiquid instruments as much as possible. When it comes to allocating to equities and credit,
the focus should be on companies with strong balance sheets and generating sustainable, high free cash flows.
We do like in particular global stocks trading at an attractive high free cash flow yield. In a world of high debt levels, we also feel that avoiding
companies with high leverage will pay off over time.
High quality free cash flow yielders can be found in all sectors but are more frequently represented in Healthcare, Technology and Consumer
sectors.

UPDATE: This theme worked well in Q1. Our call is intact.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
An UPDDATE on our 2019 Investment Themes (2/7)

# Theme 3: Growth stocks
With growth slowing down, investors will pay a premium for growth – we thus expect US growth stocks to perform well in this context. At the end of
2018, Large Cap Tech stocks were looking cheaper as the FAANGs lost more than a $1 trillion of market capitalization in Q4 2018. Short-term
forecasts are challenged but the long-term thesis is intact.
Within defensive growth, Large-caps Pharma and Medtech continue to offer attractive growth rates at a reasonable price and will most likely be
favored by investors looking to get exposure to equities without being too much exposed to the macroeconomic cycle.

UPDATE: Growth outperformed value during Q1 and the FAANGs performed strongly. We do believe that valuations of growth stocks look
stretched now and fund flows are pointing towards some over-optimism for this theme. Some caution is thus warranted but we believe that
pull-backs are buyable.
# Theme 4: Opportunities in Trade war casualties
Trade war was among the main culprits behind the rise in market volatility last year and remains investors’ biggest concern. Our base case is for the
US to back down on some of the measures that have been taken in its trade war with China. In turn, China will be willing to make concessions on
intellectual property rights, technology transfer and foreign ownership of Chinese companies.
As a lot of bad news on Trade have already priced in, any good news on Trade could trigger a re-rating of some of the “Trade war” casualties. This
includes Asia-ex Japan equities – and Chinese domestic stocks in particular. But European stocks have also been suffering from the rise in Trade
tensions. For instance, the DAX index lost 22% in 2018 and companies such as German cars could benefit from any relief on the Trade war front.

UPDATE: While there is still no resolution on the U.S-China Trade war front, the market is starting to price in some kind of agreement
between the two super-powers. As anticipated, China equities are benefiting from this renewed optimism. For sure, any disappointment on the
Trade war front would lead to a brutal correction in Chinese stocks. But as mentioned earlier, we expect some progress and this should
continue to support the theme.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
An UPDDATE on our 2019 Investment Themes (3/7)

# Theme 5: pro-growth policies
The pro-growth policies implemented by President Trump in the U.S are creating some “neighbor envy”. As the European continent is facing
structural economic issues and 9-10% unemployment rate, anti-establishment movements came back with a vengeance in 2018. In March, Italy
kicked off the move with the rise to power of the populist Five Star Movement and The League. In Germany, Angela Merkel will step down in 2021.
France and UK have their own problems. Ultimately, we believe that European politicians will try to buy off voters with more fiscal stimulus.
In a certain sense, President Trump’s economic policies may be exported not only in Europe but also elsewhere – e.g. China recently announced that
they are targeting a fiscal policy stimulus of 1% of GDP in 2019. Following the path of the U.S already happened before – e.g. when the US slashed its
tax rate in 1986, everyone followed afterwards.
The implementation of pro-growth policies in Europe and China could trigger a rebound of these two under-performing markets.
But the implementation of pro-growth policies could also continue to take place in the U.S. For instance, infrastructure spending has been much
slower to materialize than many expected, but this could well be a key element of President Trump’s growth strategy ahead of the 2020 elections. In
such scenario, U.S Industrial stocks would benefit.

UPDATE: We haven’t seen much progress on that front as monetary policy easing took the front seat in Q1. We still expect to see some
positive developments on the “pro-growth policies” theme later this year.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
An UPDDATE on our 2019 Investment Themes (4/7)

# Theme 6: GCC bonds
2018 was a bloodbath for Emerging Markets bonds. While they tend to trade at tighter spread than US high yield this has been reverted at some
point in 2018. Within EM bonds (in dollar), we do like GCC issuers for the following reasons.
First, GCC fundamentals are among the strongest in the world. GCC currencies are stable and pegged to the U.S dollar, GCC have low debt levels,
ample foreign reserves and benefit from fiscal stability. This is in sharp contrast with many other emerging markets which are currently struggling
with their currencies (due to the global dollar shortage situation), face widening budget deficit, depleting foreign reserves and rising debt levels.
4 out of 6 GCC countries are currently investment grade. According to the Net Foreign Assets methodology used by the IMF, these 4 GCC countries
(UAE, KSA, Qatar and Kuwait) are among the wealthiest in the world, ahead of most G7 countries.
Before the oil crisis, GCC bonds suffered from very little interest by international investors. One explanation was the lack of issuance – indeed, that
GCC sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers didn’t have to tap the bond market. Since then, the situation has evolved as GCCs are progressively issuing
bonds.
Another reason for the low representation of GCC bonds in global portfolios was the fact that GCC bonds were not part of the JPM EM bond index
given that the GCC average per capita income is much higher than EM. But this is changing as well as JPM has tweaked the classification. In January
2019, JPM EM bond index will start to progressively include GCC bonds which means that $60 billion of passive and active flows should be expected.
Over time, GCC is expected to be 18% of the index, on par with EM Europe and EM Asia.
Last but not least, GCC bonds are underpriced – in part because of the under-representation in indices as mentioned above but also because of a
geopolitical risk premium. The spreads GCC bonds are currently trading at do not reflect the strength of the fundamentals and we believe that these
spreads should tighten over time.

UPDATE: A GCC sovereign bond index returned 5% in Q1. While we don’t expect similar capital appreciation going forward, we still like this
particular segment of fixed income.
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Global Asset Allocation
An UPDDATE on our 2019 Investment Themes (5/7)

# Theme 7: US Corporate Investment Grade bonds
The US corporate bond market posted negative returns in 2018 as falling prices within investment grade and high yield more than offset coupon
income.
Over the last few months, investors have been concerned by the high levels of corporate debt in some sectors, the relatively high proportion of
companies which are in the investment grade universe but at risk to being downgraded to the high yield universe and the rising risk of recession.
As discussed earlier, we do not expect a US recession and we think the extent of interest rate increases will be quite modest (one or two 25 basis
point increases in the Federal Funds rate in 2019).
Furthermore, for investment grade companies, the degree of leverage is not particularly high by historic standards and the coverage of debt interest
payments by earnings is comfortably high. The yield on US investment grade corporate debt, which increased to 4.4% in late 2018 looks attractive to
us. We think that yield is a fair compensation for the risks involved and that yields will not rise significantly further in 2019.
We think that positive returns will be seen in 2019. Nevertheless, this is a market where investors need to be selective and we are thus recommending
an active management and individual security selection approach.

UPDATE: The spread compression in Q1 went beyond our expectations. The capital appreciation potential seems limited from current level but
it is still possible to identify some attractive relative value opportunities.
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An UPDDATE on our 2019 Investment Themes (6/7)
# Theme 8: Trade finance
As highlighted in previous edition of Perspectives, Trade finance loans represent a unique asset class that provides investors with decent income as
well as significant portfolio diversification. The combination of floating rate income, collateral security and low duration means that trade finance
loans can act as a shield against the possibility of rising interest rates in the current rate environment while at the same time offering the security of
assets that are backed by collateral.
While they have been the preserve of commercial banks for many years, trade finance loans are now more easily accessible thanks to the deleveraging and greater syndication efforts from banks. Still, the biggest challenge remains the effort required from mainstream investors to climb an
initially steep learning curve. To this end, specialized fund managers offer the best access to this compelling asset class.

UPDATE: The thesis remains intact
# Theme 9: Multi-assets investing
2018 proved to be a very difficult year for asset allocators and multi-assets funds as 93% of the main asset classes ended in negative territory – the
highest level ever. We do not expect such a scenario to repeat in 2019 and would thus advise investors to get exposed to the market through a
diversified strategy. In this context, multi-assets funds can be a very useful instrument for those investors who do not seek to manage their asset
allocations by themselves.
We believe multi-asset investing can offer our clients four key benefits: 1) Multi-asset funds can help you targeting specific and measurable
investment outcomes (e.g. a targeted return per annum); 2) Multi-asset funds are managed dynamically; 3) Multi-asset funds quickly adapt to
markets using enhanced capabilities; 4) Multi-asset funds give you access to “best-in-breed” investment managers.

UPDATE: After a dreadful Q4, the first quarter of the year was outstanding for the multi-assets funds which stayed invested. Our
diversification thesis remains intact
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An UPDDATE on our 2019 Investment Themes (7/7)

# Theme 10: Blockchain
While 2018 was a bloodbath for crypto-currencies, blockchain technologies continue to be adopted. Indeed, the global blockchain market is
anticipated to grow to over $60 billion by 2024 as more companies adopt distributed ledger technology and mass-use cases appear. Very much still in
the infancy stage, blockchain technology is currently being explored and adopted by global industry titans such as IBM and Softbank.
Additionally, thousands of innovative companies around the world are trying to solve market inefficiencies by leveraging the benefits that blockchain
technology provides. These companies can be found in every industry, from content creation and transportation to financial services.
The blockchain ecosystem flourishes due to tokenized economies, developers, service providers and entrepreneurs who are breaking the mold.
We are exploring ways to enable our clients to get exposed to this very promising theme.

UPDATE: The thesis remains intact – we are seeing very strong progress in terms of crypto-assets institutionalization and the range of
products exposed to blockchain is expanding at a fast pace.
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
Top 30 risks for 2019
Financial markets will have to climb a wall of worry. Below, we highlight what we consider to be the Top 30 risks for 2019 – these
risks are classified by country/region.
For sure, the highest risk is the “unknown unknown”. Another important point is that slowing down of global growth means that
financial markets are more sensitive than before to any type of choc shock and this implies that volatility is here to stay.
#1: Gridlock in Washington creates clashes and repeated US government shutdowns
#2: Increased U.S Treasury issuance pulls flows out of U.S equities and credit
#3: US Treasury auctions bid-to-cover ratios start to decline as global investors lose faith in the U.S
#4: US 2 years – 10 years yield incurve inverts and has negative impact on equity and credit markets
#5: US corporate tax cuts boost buybacks but fail to encourage capex
#6: The Fed decides to stay behind the curve and lose controls on U.S inflation as wage growth accelerates and pressures U.S corporate margins
#7: The Fed restarts Quantitative Easing (QE) but markets fail to respond
#8: Slowing growth in Europe trigger further appreciation of the dollar
#9: The end of ECB QE lowers the demand for global bonds
#10: Escalation of yellow vest protests in France and social unrest in the rest of Europe
#11: Surge of populist parties at EU Parliament election (in May)
#12: Italian fiscal situation continues to deteriorate leading to yield spreads contagion in EU Periphery
#13: ECB restarts QE but the periphery spreads fail to tighten which leads to a Eurozone crisis 2.0
#14: A Globally Systemic Important Bank faces a funding risk leading to a full blown financial crisis
#15: No deal is agreed on the Brexit date
#16: The UK economy slows much more than expected
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Our conviction calls for Q2 2019 and beyond
Top 30 risks for 2019

#17: Slowing BoJ QE lowers demand for global bonds
#18: Japanese growth is hit by China slowdown and the economy moves back into deflation

#19: Further escalation in US-China trade war
#20: Slowing growth in China has ripple effects around the world as Chinese economy failed to respond to stimulus
#21: Due to a sharp acceleration in the number of defaults, Chinese debt bubble starts to burst

#22: Emerging markets continue to suffer from global dollar shortage
#23: Emerging Markets corporates struggle to refinance their maturing dollar debt which leads to full-blown credit spread widening
#24: Political changes in India, Indonesia, South Africa, etc.

#25: Algo-driven and risk parity driven sell-off in equities and credit continues
#26: A few ETFs fail to honor redemptions which leads to a global confidence crisis in asset managers and financial markets
#27: Global housing bubble starts to burst in countries such as Australia or Canada
#28: More armed conflicts in the Middle-East lead to a surge in oil prices
#29: Continued increase in inequality leads to social unrest and changes in leadership all around the world
#30: Extreme climate events become more costly and more visible
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Equities by Region

Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Equities by region
US equities

We prefer quality companies with strong balance sheets in a late-cycle environment. Technology and Health care are
among our favored sectors, although the valuation multiples for the former are rich.
We remain OVERWEIGHT U.S equities.
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Our Take
A slowing but still growing economy is a positive macroeconomic context for U.S equities. We believe the potential for
multiple expansion is capped but expect earnings growth revision to improve.

2018

Jun-17

 Valuations (e.g. 17x P/E) are not cheap but remain
reasonable versus history and relative to fixed income

2017

S&P 500

145

Feb-17

 A stronger dollar can impact exports.

2016

Apr-17

 Trump tariffs could trigger a Global Trade war
with some adverse consequences on growth;

2015

S&P 500 Performance versus MSCI World Index (Normalized Price)

Oct-16

 Downward revision to U.S earnings has been quite
aggressive over the last few months (S&P 500 expected
profit growth for 2019 has moved from 11.9% at the
start of Q1 to +5.3% now). The market now expects
negative growth in Q1 and flat to slightly up in Q2 and
Q3. We believe earnings could now surprise on the
upside thanks to share buyback, the strength of the U.S
consumer and China stimulus

 Flattening / partial inversion of the yield curve is
sending a more cautionary signals than most
hard and soft economic data;
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Dec-16

 Probability of rate cut in 2019 is now around
70% - there are risks to this scenario. Indeed,
the Fed paused on rates because of Q4 turmoil –
this might change stance again if macro and
earnings situation improve. Moreover, there is
some inflation: wage growth +3.1%, rents are
going up strongly (+3% yoy in March, etc.)

Aug-16

 Q1 of 2019 has seen the come-back of “Goldilocks” in
the U.S, i.e the economy still doing ok (no over-heating
but no recession either) while financial conditions are
easing (as the Fed needs to pause). The U.S economy is
going through a soft patch but we believe that the cycle
will be extended. Indeed, what really matters for the U.S
economy is the consumer and he seems to be in decent
shape thanks tax cuts, wage growth and stable oil prices;

Key Macro Indicators

Jun-16

Challenges

Apr-16

Opportunities

Key Market Metrics (2019)
Metric

P/E

P/B

DY

RoE

ND/EBIT
DA

Current

17.5x

3.2x

2.0%

19.2%

1.7x

10 Years Average

17.8x

2.6x

2.1%

13.3%

1.7x

10 Years High

24.1x

3.5x

3.3%

16.4%

3.0x

10 Years Low

12.6x

1.8x

1.8%

3.1%

1.0x
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Equities by region
EU equities
Key Macro Indicators

Opportunities

Challenges

 It has been a perfect storm for E.U equities in 2018
(Italy, Brexit, earnings growth sharp downward revision,
etc.) and it is probable that most of the bad news are
now in the price.;

 Solid economic growth in 2017 was masking
some structural problems, hence buying
policymakers time. And growth is now slowing
down sharply;

 The ECB unexpectedly announced that interest rates
are likely to remain on hold until at least 2020. This is
later than previous forward guidance had suggested,
and beyond the end of the Italian’s term in office. In
addition to the change in forward guidance, the ECB
decided to offer a third round of cheap funding to banks
in the form of targeted long-term refinancing operations
(TLTROs).

 The rise to power of a populist government in
Italy and their aspiration for a more relax fiscal
stance has been widening the spread of Italy
bonds versus German Bund;
 While relative valuations in EU vs. the US looks
attractive the earnings momentum is much
weaker in EU than in the US

140

 Valuations versus US equities are at historically low
levels;

 Trade war (if not solved) could have some
serious impacts on EU exporters

110
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(0.0)
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Our Take

Feb-19

Oct-18

Dec-18

Jun-18

Aug-18

Apr-18

Feb-18

Oct-17

Dec-17

Jun-17

Aug-17

Feb-17

Apr-17

Oct-16

Dec-16

Aug-16

Jun-16

80
Apr-16

 In case of U.S – China Trade war resolution, EU
exporters (e.g autos) have the potential to rebound
sharply.

Indicator

Key Market Metrics (2019)

Weak economic momentum and political risks remain two strong headwinds for European equities – especially banks.

Metric

P/E

P/B

DY

RoE

ND/EBITDA

While the region is cheap on a relative basis, a catalyst is missing to unlock value. We prefer higher quality, exportoriented stories – including what we call the “trade war casualties”.

Current

14.2x

1.7x

3.8%

10.3%

2.8x

We remain UNDERWEIGHT U.S equities.

10 Years Average

20.7x

1.7x

3.7%

9.9%

5.2x

10 Years High

53.9x

2.0x

5.0%

14.2%

9.5x

10 Years Low

10.4x

1.3x

3.2%

4.6%

2.8x
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Outlook Q2 2019 and beyond – Equities by region
Japan equities

2018

1.1
0.8

1.0
(0.1)

1.5
0.4

0.7
0.5

Population (Millions)
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Gross Debt (% GDP)
Current Account (%
GDP)

238.1

239.3

240.3

240.0

3.1
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Real GDP Growth (%)
CPI (Average)

MSCI Japan versus MSCI World Index (Normalized Price)
MSCI Japan

The key risk is on the earnings side given the high operating leverage and sensitivity to global growth.
We have a NEUTRAL positioning on Japan equities.
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Our Take
Valuations are attractive and reforms continue to be implemented along with shareholder-friendly corporate behavior.
Monetary policy remains supportive through central bank stock buying. Political situation is stable.

MSCI WORLD

Aug-17

 Japan is undervalued, unloved and under-owned (which
is good from a contrarian perspective). And the yen is
expected to weaken

2017

Feb-17

 Japan is a leveraged play on global growth; in
case of significant slowdown at the world level,
Japan is expected to underperform.

2016

Apr-17

 Over the past 25 years, Japanese companies have been
forced to reinvent themselves. As a result, Corporate
Japan is now extremely lean and efficient and profit
margins are soaring.

 A risk of monetary accident can still happen as
the BoJ is buying 40% of the debt new supply
and owns 4% of the Japanese equity market
through ETFs

2015

Oct-16

 PM Abe has consolidated power in the last election,
providing a mandate for more of Abe’s “three arrows”
plan, i.e. government spending, monetary policy, and
structural reforms.

 Gross debt as a % of GDP is still very high;

Indicator

Dec-16

 Demographics continue to be a challenge in
Japan

Aug-16

 Japan’s Q3 GDP (the period ended December 31, 2018)
was revised higher to an annualized 1.9% pace from the
preliminary estimate of 1.4. The data showed that lower
government spending was offset by stronger business
investment, and incomes were generally flat;

Key Macro Indicators

Jun-16

Challenges

Apr-16

Opportunities

Key Market Metrics (2019)
Metric

P/E

P/B

DY

RoE

ND/EBITDA

Current

12.6x

1.2x

2.4%

7.3%

-0.2x

10 Years Average

17.5x

1.2x

2.1%

6.7%

3.9x

10 Years High

33.1x

1.5x

2.7%

10.8%

8.1x

10 Years Low

12.5x

0.9x

1.6%

-3.6%

-0.6x
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Investment Team

Asset Management Team

Charles Monchau, CFA
Managing Director, Asset Management & Chief Investment Officer
Charles-Henry joined Al Mal as Managing Director - Head of Investment Management. Charles was previously SEO / Head of Asset Management at SHUAA Capital
and brings more than 20 years of experience in international multi-asset investing. Before moving to the UAE, Charles was heading the Asset Allocation Team for the
Europe & Middle East at Deutsche Bank (2014-2016). Based in Geneva, he was in charge of a team of 25 portfolio managers running around USD 10bn in
discretionary mandates. Prior to Deutsche Bank, Charles was Regional CIO for EFG Private Bank (2010-2013) and held various senior portfolio management and buyside research roles at Rothschild Bank AG in Zurich (2009-2010), Lombard Odier in Paris and Geneva (2001-2009) and BNP Paribas in Geneva and Nassau (19952001). He was also an adjunct professor in Finance at the International University of Geneva. Charles has an Executive MBA from Instituto di Empresa (Madrid &
Shanghai), a MSc in Finance (University of Geneva) and Executive education certificate from MIT Sloan. He is also a CFA, CMT, CAIA and CIIA Charterholder.
Vrajesh Bhandari, CFA
Senior Portfolio Manager| Analyst
MENA Equity
Coming with 13 years of experience in MENA Vrajesh will be leading our research efforts across the MENA markets. Vrajesh joined from A/T Capital in DIFC, where
he was responsible for researching MENA equities & help manage the investment funds & portfolios. He has a wide-ranging experience in asset management &
investment research focusing on Middle Eastern & Frontier markets. He has previously worked for GHOBASH Group, a family office in Dubai as a Sr. Investment
Analyst where he managed a team overseeing the prop book invested in various asset classes. Prior to that, he worked on the sell side in the Equity Strategy team at
HSBC (India) covering global markets. He started his career at Evalueserve, India as a Research Associate. Vrajesh has an MBA & a MSc in Finance from ICFAI
Business School, India. He holds the CFA charter since 2007
Sanat Sachar, CFA
Portfolio Manager| Analyst
MENA Equity

Sanat joined Al Mal Capital in 2015 as Analyst. Sanat brings a fresh prospective to the team because of his diverse background.
He has worked on various deals during his summer internship with PwC in Dubai. Sanat has also interned with Citibank in Dubai, where he worked with the retail
operations team of the bank. Prior to pursuing his post graduate program, he had worked with Portiviti Consulting, India in the area of software development.
He has earned his MBA in Finance from Indian Institute of Management, Indore and a Bachelors in Technology from Jamia Hamdard University, New Delhi, India.
Sanat has passed Level 3 of the CFA Program.
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